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Abstract
As additive manufacturing grows as an industry, so does
the ambition of users and hobbyists. We decided to explore
the world of opportunities provided through such
technologies. Inspired by design, craft, and precision, we
embarked on a journey of experimentation on pattern
generation for textile manufacturing using additive
technologies. Using our method, uniform solid textile can be
generated based on existing geometry obtained through
modeling or 3D scanning techniques. The generated textile is
manufactured using flexible materials to circumvent
interlocking mechanisms. Thus the final result will be a
uniform body with a single topology. Furthermore we
generate such models based on tessellation techniques to
obtain even more specialized features based on the surface
area of the faces in source geometry.
Introduction
As additive manufacturing grows as an industry, so does
the ambition of users and hobbyists. We decided to explore
the world of opportunities provided through such
technologies. Inspired by design, craft, and precision, we
embarked on a journey of experimentation on pattern
generation for textile manufacturing using additive
technologies. Since textile fabrication requires the final
product to be soft and flexible, our main concerns were the
availability of materials and their flexibility, elongation and
comfortability when in contact with body.
In general, almost all filaments available for 3D printing
such as ABS and PLA result in rigid bodies when printed. Such
filaments can certainly be used for textile manufacturing,
however the lack of flexibility associated with such material
limits the creator. This limitation manifests in solving the
issue of flexibility using a rigid material. As a consequence all
fabrics generated using rigid materials such as ABS and PLA
must incorporate interlocking mechanism. This limitation is
also visible in our everyday textile and clothing. From
polyester fabrics, to common knitting techniques, most of the
fabrics we incorporate in our lives are created using
interlocking mechanisms. In fact many of the terms used for
fabrics also explain the nature of the mechanism
incorporated.

Figure 1. Interlocking mechanism using rigid materials

Figure 2. A user demonstrating NinjaFlex's flexibility

Software
Our primary software was Autodesk Fusion 360.
However lack of required functionalities, community
support, and extendibility forced us to choose a much more
open suite. This decision was in light of many failed attempts
in Fusion 360 while generating uniformly repeatable
patterns. Consequently, we moved towards using Blender
since its open source community has developed numerous
add-ons and scripts, truly useful for the purpose of this
project, and its Python API has extensive documentation
allowing for easy manipulation and repetition of objects with
certain restrictions and constraints.
Approach
Even though interlocking mechanisms were initially our
focus, we decided to explore other possibilities due to the fact
that such mechanisms have been exhausted by hobbyists and
professionals alike, from Thingiverse to New York's fashion
week. Our decision was also highly influenced by the newly
introduced filaments, trademarked as NinjaFlex, a patented
thermoplastic polyurethane that endures pressure relatively
easily with impressive elongation and flexibility. This
discovery enabled us to realize that textile generation does
not need to be limited to interlocking mechanisms, but in fact
can be fully customized to each individual’s body. Generation
techniques can be tweaked to result in desired properties,
such as extra elongation or more force absorption. This
customization of attributes allows for generation of
specialized textile that serves a particular purpose.
Furthermore, the uniformity of the textile and its existence as
a single, solid, uniform body gives the creators extra power to
take textile aestheticism to a new level.
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Generation Strategy
After multiple failed attempts at hand modeling textile
patterns we decided to systematically approach the problem.
We needed to have simple objects that are easily repeatable
over a surface. However simply creating an array of objects
over surfaces does not yield the desired effect of a uniform
textile. Uniformity is key. Thus we had to improvise ways that
repeated objects can be created to form uniform networks.
For our system of generation we decided on utilizing basic
tessellation techniques with the help of two fundamental
elements. A tileable Component and a Generator surface.
Component (Tile)
A Component is defined a 3D object, such that when
repeated without any change in rotation, components can
easily connect and form a uniform network. The only
restriction on the component is that when viewed from top
orthographic view, repetition of component in X and Y axes
results in a uniform loop. Thus it needs to incorporate
connecting parts that match on every side perfectly. As such a
cross (+) would be the simplest shape than can create a
uniform network when repeated in X and Y directions.
Following images precisely meet our definition:
Isometric View

Top View

Side View

We started experimenting and manipulating the cross
into complex shapes and forms as they have the necessary
properties to be repeated over a surface to create manifold
shapes. But we decided that uniformity is not the ultimate
goal, so we embarked on a journey, exploring unique
aesthetics and specialized features that can be derived from
the cross. We decided to further define a Component has
having two conceptual levels that meet our requirements:
 Bottom Level: A functional and necessary level on the
bottom of the object inspired by the cross and required to
satisfy the repeatable properties of a Component to result
in a manifold, fully connected, uniform shape.
 Top Level: The top level, on the other hand, stands for
aesthetic and visual appeal as well as specific
functionalities designed for specialized features such as
force absorption, heat reduction, and collision prevention
among many other uses.
Generator
A Generator is a 3D dimensional surface with no
thickness. It consists of a number of faces with no limitation
on the number of N-gons and edges. Thus a simple square can
consist of at least four vertices up to theoretically an infinite
number. For a triangle this number starts from three.
Components are repeated on each face of the Generator
surface, following strict constraints that forces the resulting
object to have a uniform and manifold surface and topology.

Complex shape generated using Bezier curves,
merging functional and aesthetical levels.

Simple cross with single level and inconsistent
geometry in Z direction.

Simple cross on bottom level, and octagonal
torus on top level

Figure 3. An example of a textile pattern

Simple cross on bottom level, and complex
flower on the top level.

Table 1. Examples of tileable components in
orthographic, top, and side views

Generation Constraints
The constraints of our system explicitly indicate that per
each face of the Generator surface there exists at least one
Component, such that the Component non-uniformly scales to
the edges of the Generator face it is residing on. The scaling
happens on each side based on the length of the edge. So for
two connected faces with non-uniform edges, the Component
of each face will be scaled and deformed so that its connecting
parts match perfectly to those of its neighbors.
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Table 2. Demonstration of Component, Generator, and
the tessellation process with face and edge mapping and the resulting textile geometry
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Examples of Textile Generation on Quad Faces

Figure 4. Examples of Textile Generation on Quad Faces

Examples of Textile Generation on Triangular Faces

Figure 5. Examples of Textile Generation on Triangular Faces
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Textile Generation on Existing Topology
Furthermore we experimented with using the same generation techniques on body parts. Unfortunately, due to their
complexity and shape, the following generated wearables require advance and expensive techniques and machinery.

Figure 6. Final textile examples generated on the surface
of the model of a hand.

Figure 7. Final textile examples generated on the surface
of the model of a forearm.
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Conclusion
Additive manufacturing provides individuals with direct
access to manufacturing and modification of textile
geometries. Our tessellation method in conjunction with
thermoplastic polyurethane materials removes long-existed
constraints of interlocking and interweaving mechanisms
and allows for the creation of specialized and functional
textile and clothing items fully customized to each
individual’s body.
Our method respects uniformity as a requirement and not the
ultimate goal. Thus users’ focus can shift from geometry
restrictions to improvisation of unique aesthetics and
implementation of specialized features, through complex
geometries derived from simpler forms.
By using two-level repeatable components our method
guarantees fully connected textile geometries with manifold
uniformity, and provide leverage to improve on aesthetics
and visual appeal while realizing specific functionalities
designed for specialized features such as force absorption,
heat reduction, and collision prevention among many other
uses.
Our technique can be tweaked to result in specialized
properties, such as extra elongation or more force
absorption. This customization of attributes allows for
generation of specialized textile that serves a particular
purpose. Furthermore, the uniformity of the textile and its
existence as a single, solid, uniform body gives the creators
extra power to take textile aestheticism to a new level.

